David Borgo: 50

Sunday, February 9th, 2020 – 5 p.m.
Conrad Prebys Music Center Experimental Theater

The concert will feature an hour or so of collective improvisation, incorporating along the way the following compositions by David Borgo:

“Pura Vida”
“Illusions”
“Rivers of Consciousness”
“On The 5”

let the crazy out
let the weirdness shout
let the unconscious loose
release inner recluse
let the automatic sing
let the gibberish ring
let the heart guide
let the energy preside
let the mind wander
drifting over yonder
into the hills
let the spontaneity spike
let it be
the free roaming psych

~Andy Cappricorn

Featuring
David Borgo - saxophones, winds, electronics
Jeff Kaiser - quartetone trumpet, voice, electronics
Kjell Nordeson - percussion
Tommy Babin - contrabass
Tobin Chodos - piano
Paul Roth - alto saxophone
Peter Sloan - trombone
Alexandria Smith - trumpet
Wilfrido Terrazas - flute

Fractal art by Brenda Molloy (brendamolloy.com)
THANK YOU for coming out to celebrate my 50th birthday. I would like to give special thanks to all of my collaborators, to my family, and to the many other loving and supportive folks who have been on this half-century journey with me. Here’s to the next 50 years together! I sincerely hope that we can work together to create a sustainable future for our planet, and a healthy, equitable, and convivial atmosphere for all of its inhabitants.

Please join us for a reception immediately following the performance in room 136 of the Conrad Prebys Music Center.

Upcoming Concerts

**Wednesday@7: Mexican Music (Mostly Not)**
Wednesday, February 12th, 2020 – 7:00 p.m.
Conrad Prebys Concert Hall

**Changing Tides II – A Telematic Translocational Concert**
Thursday, February 13th, 2020 – 7:30 p.m.
Conrad Prebys Music Center Experimental Theater

**Wednesday@7: Red Fish Blue Fish**
**Remembering Chou Wen-Chung**
Wednesday, February 19th, 2020 – 7:00 p.m.
Conrad Prebys Music Center Experimental Theater

**Wednesday@7: Palimpsest**
**Honoring Mario Davidovsky**
Wednesday, February 26th, 2020 – 7:00 p.m.
Conrad Prebys Concert Hall

**Wednesday@7: Susan Narucki**
Wednesday, March 4th, 2020 – 7:00 p.m.
Conrad Prebys Concert Hall

Contact us for information on upcoming concerts:
Music Box Office: (858) 534-3448 | [http://music.ucsd.edu/concerts](http://music.ucsd.edu/concerts)

Audience members are reminded to please silence all phones and noise-generating devices before the performance, and to remain seated during the performance. As a matter of courtesy and copyright law, no unauthorized recording or photography is allowed in the hall. UC San Diego is a non-smoking campus.

Jeremy Olson – Theatrical Production Specialist
David Espiritu Jr. – Production Coordinator
Gabriel Zalles – 122 GSR